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a torus, is also solved in this paper.
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1 Introduction

The trial wave function of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) on a disk at filling
i> — l/m with m an old integer is given by the famous Laughlin wave function [1].
Laughlin wave function had been constructed on a spheric or a toric surface later in refs.
[2, 3]. When u ̂  l /m, there are several proposals for constructing the trial wave function,
notably Halperin's hierarchical wave function [4, 2] and Jain's composite fermion (CF)
wave function [5]. In this paper, we will only discuss the construction of the hierarchical
wave function (for a review of FQHE, see ref. [6]).

Ilalperin's theory for FQTIE at a hierarchical filling is based on the picture of hier-
archical condensations of quasiparticles. The charge and statistics of quasiparticles are
both fractional, and those quasiparticles were recently observed in experiments [7].

For example, there are quasiparticle excitations in the case of Laughlin's state [y —
l /m). If those quasiparticles condense and form a Laughlin state themselves, a new
fractional quantum Hall (FQH) state appears with v = l /(m — p) or v — l /(m -f- p) (p is
an even integer), where the minus sign is due to the condensation of quasielectrons (QEs),
and the plus sign is due to the condensation of quasiholes (QHs). The condensation of
quasiparticles at u = l /(m — p) or v — l /(m + p) will lead to a higher hierarchical state.
The process can continue and will form more complicated states.

Halperin also constructed the wave function at the hierarchical filling. The hierarchical
wave function had also been further investigated in refs. [8, 9]. The hierarchical wave
function is simply equal to the multiplication of those Laughlin wave functions in all
hierarchical levels with all quasiparticle coordinates integrated out (it will become clear
in the next section).

To construct the hierarchical wave function, we need to construct the Laughlin wave
function with quasiparticle excitations. The Laughlin wave function in the presence of QH
excitations is easy to construct, so does the hierarchical wave function due to the conden-
sation of QIIs (however the constructed wave function can't be analytically integrated).
On the other hand, the Laughlin wave function in the presence of QE excitations is quite
complicated and involves derivative operators in the case of a plane or a sphere. Thus the
hierarchical wave function due to QE condensations is quite complicated and intractable
in its old form. We also note that, the Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on
a torus is still unknown, and thus the hierarchical wave function on a torus due to the
condensation of QEs has not been obtained yet. We comment that, although refs. [10, 11]
had constructed a hierarchical wave function at a hierarchical filling on a torus due to the
condensation of QEs (such wave function on a sphere was first proposed in ref. [8]), the
constructed wave function contains poles (or singularities) which are difficult to control.

Recently, some progresses in constructing the hierarchical wave function had been
made in ref. [12]. In ref. [12], it was discovered that the Laughlin wave function in the
presence of QEs can be obtained by projecting a rather simple wave function to the lowest
Landau level. Using this fact and the analytic properties of the wave functions of quasi-
particles at all hierarchical levels, the hierarchical wave function due to the condensations
of QEs can be greatly simplified (the wave function can be integrated analytically). We
note that most of observed states in experiments are due to the condensation of QEs,
only very few observed states involve the condensation of QIIs.

In this paper, we will generalize the construction to the case when the surface is a torus.
How to construct a Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on a torus is an open



problem as noted in ref. [3]. We will solve this problem by proposing explicitly a Laughlin
wave function with QE excitations on a torus which satisfies all required properties. Based
on this construction, a hierarchical wave function due to the condensation of QEs on a
torus can be constructed. No singularities exist in the wave function, and the wave
function is analytically computable.

In ref. [13], the hierarchical wave function due to condensations of QHs was con-
structed. The wave function of QHs on a torus is multi-component and the multi-
component nature of the QH wave function manifests clearly in the hierarchical wave
function of electrons on a torus.

In refs. [10, 11], a hierarchical wave function on a torus due to condensations of QEs
is constructed, although this particular wave function contains poles. On the contrary to
the case of QITs [13], the multi-component nature of the wave function of QEs does not
show in the wave function. The wave functions of QEs or QHs must be multi-component
as any fractional statistics particles on a torus do [14, 15]. So it is a paradox. We will
solve this paradox in this paper.

We organize the paper as follows: In the next section, we present a detailed discussion
about constructing various hierarchical wave functions on a sphere (a brief discussion can
be found in ref. [12]). Different hierarchical wave functions will be constructed and sim-
plified. In section 3, we will review first what we have known about the hierarchical wave
functions on a torus. Then we will present some new results, which include solving the
puzzling of the multicomponent nature of the wave function of QEs and the construction
of a hierarchical wave function without any singularity on a torus due to the condensation
of QEs. Of course, in studying the above mentioned problems, the open problem noted
in ref. [3], the construction of a Laughlin wave function with QEs, will be addressed and
solved.

2 Hierarchical wave functions on a sphere

In this section, we will discuss the construction of the hierarchical wave function on a
sphere [2]. The quasiparticles satisfy fractional statistics [4], and the condensation of
quasiparticles will give rise to the FQH state with

1
P2 + 1

Pn

where p\ is an old positive integer, and p,,i ̂  1 are even integers (their signs depend on
the types of the quasiparticles, i.e., QH or QE excitations).

We use projective coordinates on the sphere (details of notations can be found in ref.
[12]). The projective coordinates are given by z = 2/2 cot \exip and its complex conjugate
z. We will take R = 1/2 for simplicity.



2.1 Quasiparticle excitations of a Laughlin state
The Laughlin wave function at filling v = 1/m is

where
A(T - \ - Zi~~ Z> C\\

V " '' \ / l + Zizty/l + 2j-r> V ;

The magnetic flux quanta (£ out of the surface is equal to m(N— 1) for the Laughlin state.
The Laughlin wave function with the presence of quasiparticle excitations is given

by acting the quasiparticle excitation operators on the original Laughlin wave function.
In the projective coordinates, the operators of the QH excitations and the quasielectron
excitations are given in the following form,

(4)

(5)

where W* ,£>* are the coordinates of the quasiparticle. The flux 4> in the presence of Nq

QEs (QHs) is m(N — 1) — Nq (m(N — 1) + Nq), and P(<fi) is an operator which projects a
state to the lowest Landau level with the magnetic flux quanta equal to cj> [12]. Ref. [12]
showed that the QE excitations given by eq. (5) is the same as that in ref. [2].

2.2 Laughlin wave function for quasipartides
To construct a hierarchical wave function, we shall construct the wave function of quasi-
particles.

First we consider a Laughlin state of electrons and its quasiparticles. When the quasi-
particles condense, the wave function is of Jastrow (or Laughlin) type. The charge of
a QH is —ejm where e is the charge of an electron. As a QH has an opposite charge
with respect to an electron, the wave function is anti-holomorphic with the coordinates of
QHs. Because QIIs satisfy fractional statistics with statistical parameter equal to 1/m,
the wave function for QHs of Laughlin type is found to be:

(6)

where ^ i is defined as

(7)

The notation here is consistent with our definition of the Laughlin wave function.
QEs obey the same statistics as QHs. But as the charge of a QE is e/m, the wave

function of QEs is holomorphic with the coordinates of QEs. From these facts, one can
deduce that the wave function of QEs of Laughlin type is

[^Wf 1 '™ (8)



We have constructed the wave function for quasiparticles of a Laughlin state at filling
v — 1/m. The condensation of those quasiparticles lead to filling v — l/(m — 1/p) or
v — l/(m + 1/p)- Let us define that the Laughlin state at v — 1/m is a first level
hierarchical state. The quasiparticles of a Laughlin state can form a new Laughlin state
of their own, and this will lead a second level hierarchical state as just discussed. The new
Laughlin state can then have their own quasiparticles. If the new quasiparticles condense,
it will lead to a third level hierarchical state. This process can continue, and the more
complicated hierarchical states can be formed.

Suppose we have a Laughlin state formed by the quasiparticles at the nth level with
0n as the statistical parameter. Our convention of the definition of 0n here is: when we
exchange the coordinates of two particles, we will get the same phase as we exchange
two coordinates of the function [^i(2")]~*n- 0n can be a positive or a negative rational
number, but \0n\ is generally less or equal than one.

If the charge of a quasiparticle is negative (we assume that the charge of an electron
is negative), the wave function will take the following form,

[*i(z?)}Pn-8" (9)

where z" are the coordinates of those quasiparticles. If the charge of the quasiparticle is
positive, then the wave function will take the following form,

[*,(f,n)]P"+fl"- (10)

pn is a positive even integer.

2.3 The excitations for the Laughlin state of quasiparticles

In order to construct the wave function of the quasiparticles at the n + \th level,
we need to know how to construct the wave function of quasiparticles of the nth level
with their own quasiparticle excitations. We shall study the excitation of those states
appeared in the previous subsection. For the QII excitations of eq. (9) and eq. (10), the
wave functions in the presence of those QHs will become

[»i(*?)r-f-n iM*;.*r+1). w

and

[*i(z?)r+9n n ff^;.**+1), 02)
where Nn is the number of quasiparticles at nth level, and z" are the coordinates of those
quasiparticles, z"+1 are the coordinates of new quasiparticles (we will denote the electron
coordinates as z\ in this notation) and Nn+i is the number of the new quasiparticles (N\
is the number of electrons).

For the QE excitations of state (9) and state (10), the wave functions will be in the
following forms;

j ff l l ( 1 3 )



and

(

where <̂ n is equal to Nnpn — Nn, and P(^ n — Mi+i) is an operator which projects the states
to the lowest Landau levels with the magnetic flux <f>n — M,+i (as previously defined). The
construction of QEs in eq. 13 and eq. 14 is a natural generalization of the construction of
QEs of the Laughlin state (see eq. (5)).

2.4 The normalizations of the wave functions

We need to normalize those states in the previous subsection for constructing the hier-
archical wave function. The normalized states of eq. (11), eq. (12), eq. (13) and eq. (14)
will be

The amplitudes of normalization factors can be determined by plasma analogue or by
the rotational properties of the wave functions, and the phase of normalization factors
are determined by the statistics of quasiparticles. The statistical parameters of 0n+i for
the quasiparticles z%+1 in eq. (11), eq. (12), eq. (13) and eq. (14) are respectively -nhfnt

—T-, — ^ j - , and ~ . With those parameters, we can build the Laughlin states for

the news quasiparticles with coordinates z%+1 again, thus we can obtain the hierarchical
wave function of any level.

2.5 Constructions of hierarchical wave functions on a sphere
We finally come to construct hierarchical wave functions. We first consider when v is
given by

1 — (19)
1

P.

Pn



with pi being positive integers. This state is obtained when the quasiparticles in any level
are of QE type. Most of observed fillings in experiments can be given by eq. (19).

Take n = 3, then the wave function is given as

Q=l 0=1

where we define that [dzl
Q] is equal to , *°, *?p, and tf1 as the normalized wave func-

tion of electrons with quasielectron excitations, ^ 2 as the normalized wave function of
quasiparticles of the electron state, etc.

By using formulas previously obtained in the last subsection, we can write the wave
function explicitly,

a=l 0=1

N2 Nz

x #1(2,-) \ \ \ \ d(Zi,za) î(̂ ,-
»=i 0=1

x [*,(*?)]5ffer [*!(*?)]'" , (21)
and which can simplify to

n wi] n wi P(PI NI-PI-K, z\)
0=1 0=1

[*i(W)]" ft ft d(z}X)P(P2N3-P2 - K,z?)
i = l Q=l

We can further simplify the wave function. The key observation is that the following
equation holds

< ^1 |P|02 > = <V'l|V'2> (23)

where 0i is a state in the lowest Landau level, and P is an operator which projects ̂ 2
to the lowest Landau level. In eq. (22). We consider only the part of the function which
depends on zj,

^ 2

a=l

ft ft WfX), (24)
i=l o=l



which is equal to the inner product of two bosonic wave functions as in eq. (23), when

K N2

1 = 1 flr=l

and

We can simply omit P(piN2 — P2 — N3, zf) in eq. (24) and also in eq. (22). Thus we can
write the wave function in a simple form,

Nj N>

*1(W)J [*l(^)j l*l(«?)]

1 = 1 O = l 1=1 Q = l

where <f> = p\N\ — pi — N2 is the magnetic flux out of the sphere (note again that z\ are
actually the coordinates of electrons).

We can construct the n level hierarchical wave function with filling given by eq. (19),
and then simplify it following previous discussions about the case of n = 3. The wave
function is

nn
/=2Jfc=l

n (26)

The hierarchical wave function due to the condensations of quasielectrons is amazingly
simple, and it could be calculated analytically.

Ref. [8] had proposed a different hierarchical wave function with the same filling as
the hierarchical wave function of eq. (26). The wave function is

/=2Jfc=l

n - 1 N,

<»>

However eq. (27) contains singularities and we do not know how to control them if we
want to carry out the calculation of eq. (27). If we do the integration in eq. (27), the
wave function will not be holomorphic because of those singularities, thus we also need
to project the wave function of eq. (27) to the lowest Landau level after the integration.

We could derive eq. (27) by assuming that the Laughlin wave function with QE exci-
tations is

i } (28)



instead of eq. (5), and similarly eq. (13) and eq. (14) are replaced by the following equa-
tions,

n
/=i jt=i

z ))

and
Nn Afn+l 1

Of course we know that those constructions for QEs are not favorable as the previous
constructions given by eq. (5), eq. (13) and eq. (14).

All wave functions in FQHE on the sphere shall be rotationally invariant. Applying
this condition for the wave functions of eq. (26) and eq. (27), we obtain

where

0, otherwise,

/ Pi - 1 0 . . . 0 0 \
- 1 p2 - 1 0 . . . 0
0 - 1 p3 - 1 0 ..

(29)

A = (30)

0 . . . 0 - 1 P n_i - 1
V o o ... o - l P n }

We will now discuss the case when the filling is given by eq. (1) with pi all positive.
When n = 3, the wave function is

n w [•i(W)]pi n n
O = l 0 = 1 1=1 Q = l

»i(2?)]pin n dtf

/ p ,

»=1 a = l

(31)

and which can be written as

* = / n wi n w [*i(*})T [*i(̂ )]w
Q=l 0=1
AT,

1 = 1 O = l 1 = 1 O = l

7 . (32)

The hierarchical wave function due to the condensations of quasiholes now appears more
complicated and it can't be integrated analytically. For any n, the wave function is

_ M.

TT *i(z- ) TT *i(2,
1<2/-Kn K2«n



N3i~} N2i Nil

n n iw1.*?) n uu^rx
K2l-Kn i=l a=\ K2/<ni=l <»=
n

x TT \$,(z')
1=2

where c/ is determined by the relation

'Ct =

(33)

(34)

In refs. [12,16], it was argued that eq. (33) can be approximated by omitting
in the integration,

*= . n AT,

nni
(=2 o=l

n 1 n N*.2'
K2l<n

P2l

i-i Nilx n n n ^ ' - 1 ^ ^ ) n n n
1<2/-Kn «=1 Q=l K2/<ni=l o=l

(35)

The wave function of eq. (35) was also found to be a good trial wave function comparing
the exact ground state of a small number of electrons. Applying the rotational invariance
condition on the wave functions of eq. (33) and eq. (35), one finds again that eq. (29)
must be satisfied, however the matrix A is now given by

A =

f Pi +1 0
+ 1 - p 2 " I 0
0 - 1 P3 +1

0

0

0
0

0
0 0

0 (-I)""1

. . . 0
(-l)"Pn-l (-1)"

(-l)n (-\)n+lpnj

(36)

We have discussed hierarchical wave functions due to the QE condensation or due
to the QIT condensations. Experimentally, hierarchical states due to the condensation
of both QEs and QHs were also observed, for example, v = n/(4n — 1) with n > 3.
v = n/(4n — 1) can be written as

1
(37)

Pi

P 2 -
1

Pn

with pi = 3, pi = 2, i ^ 1. The wave function at v of eq. (37) can be constructed
straightforwardly. After the simplifications, the wave function is

n n 4*I*D [*»
k=\

10



- p, - N3, z]) j n rii^ii n
J /=3 fc=l 1=2/=3 fc=l 1=2

n-l

(38)
1=2 i=l j=\

We could approximate the wave function by taking out \^f\(z?)V\(z?)] (note that
all wave functions discussed in the paper are trial wave functions, not the exact wave
function), the wave function can be then written as

Nj N,

fc=l 1=1 > = 1

I n iW n N*.'f ff ft n1 M* *n
J l=Zk=l 1=2 1=2 i= l j = l

(39)

Now we apply the rotational invariance conditions on the wave functions of eq. (38) and
eq. (39). Again eq. (29) must be satisfied, and the matrix A is now,

/ Pi +1 0 . . . 0 0
+1 -p2 +1 0 . . . 0
0 +1 - p 3 +1 0

0
0 0

+1 - p n _ , +1
0 +1 -Pn

(40)

In this section, we construct various hierarchical wave functions. In the case of the
hierarchical wave function with the filling given by eq. (19), we greatly simplified the wave
function and obtained a very simple formula for the wave function. In other cases, we
can also approximate the wave functions and the resulted wave functions also appear in
quite simple forms.

3 Hierarchical wave functions on a torus
All the wave functions on the sphere constructed in the last section can be generalized to
the case when the space is a torus. However the construction of the similar wave functions
on a torus is much more complicated than on a sphere. The wave function of a Laughlin
wave function on a torus with QE excitation is unknown and the construction of such
wave functions has remained an open question. We will solve this open question in this
section and discuss in detail the construction of hierarchical wave functions on a torus.

3.1 Quasiparticles on a torus

The Laughlin wave function on a torus was obtained in ref. [3] and was reformulated in
refs. [13, 10], which we will follow (see also the appendix).

11



The (normalized) Laughlin wave function of electrons with QH excitations on a torus
is

= exP(

where ej = p i , e\ = *• and Oi, 6j are still given by eq. (80), e.g. aj = ao + /, 6J = to (at,bi
are determined by the boundary conditions), and magnetic flux (f> = piN\ + N^ .

Now we want to construct the QE excitations on a torus. Before giving the correct
construction, we will construct the QE excitations on a torus with singularities similar to
the QE excitations on a sphere with singularities given by eq. (28):

i,a

with ai,6j given by eq. (80) again, and <f> = piN\ —
In order to construct hierarchical wave functions on a torus, we shall generalize the

quasiparticle wave function of Laughlin type on a sphere to the one on a torus.
Suppose that a wave function on a sphere is Tli<}[d(zi,Zj)]pt9 with p and q being

coprime to each other. We find that, on a torus, the wave function with Nq QH excitations
would be [13]:

I T ^ K -wfl|r)]«/', (43)
o</9

and the wave function with Ng QE excitations (of the type which contains singularities) :

(44)

12



with s = (p/q)1/2,s* = (q/p)l/2,e = {pq)1/2. a = a*e*,b = 6*e* with e* = 1/e can be
determined by the boundary conditions. They can be written as (of course there are other
ways to write out the solutions as we will see later on):

a* — ao + p\\ + gA2, b* — 60,

Ai = 1, •••,<?, A2 = 1, • - , ? , (45)

with ao, bo fixed by the boundary conditions. We will denote the wave function ty as
^(•Zijk'alAi, A2). For z; particles, the wave function has A2 degeneracies and Ai components
(the wave function is represented by a column, not a single function). For u>,- particles, the
wave function has A2 degeneracies and Ai components. This fact represents the particle-
vortex duality in the system.

The wave functions of eq. (43) and eq. (44) satisfy the braid group relations required
for anyons (particles obeying fractional statistics) on a torus [14, 15].

We can use eq. (43) and eq. (44) to obtain quasiparticle wave functions on a torus.
Recall that for the wave function with QE excitations, eq. (44), the wave function
contains singularities and we will return to this point later on.

3.2 Constructions of hierarchical wave functions on a torus

We will use eq. (43) and eq. (44) to construct the hierarchical wave function on a torus.
When v is given by eq. (1) with />,- all positive integers, all quasiparticles are of QH type,
the wave function was obtained in ref. [13], and we will not repeat its derivation here.

Generally, the wave function of the n level hierarchy on a torus can be written as

nwi E V^IM
/=2o=l A,,-,AB_,

x • • • tf'(zj, zl
Q

+i |A,_i, A,) • • • x tf n(*r|An-i, \n) (46)

with [dz'Q] = dz'adzl
Q. We obtain a wave function with a degeneracy index An.

We consider the case when u is given by eq. (19). First we take the simplest case,
n = 2. Following eq. (46), the wave function would be:

(47)
A ,

where

a \ = a0 + Aj, Aj = 1, • • •, p\, b\ = b0,

e1 = (p,)1/2, (48)

13



and

0 2 (Z 2 IA A ) = or2
z° [b2\

a2
 = = flo — A | ( p i p 2 — 1) -|- A2 , Oj = oo

Ai = l , - - - , P i , A 2 = 1, • • , ( p i P 2 — 1) ,

s2 = (P2 - - ) 1 / 2 , e 2 = ^ ( w p a - I)]1/2, (49)
Pi

and

= 0, (50)

with ao,bo given by eq. (80). a.i,b\ are determined by the boundary conditions for elec-
trons, a2ib2

 a r e determined by requiring the function within the integration of eq. (47)
being periodic with coordinates zj. Those boundary conditions also lead to eq. (50).

A2 is the degeneracy index and the degeneracy is thus equal to p\pi — 1, agreeing with
the general results obtained in ref. [17].

We can rewrite

as a theta function on a two dimensional lattice [18] . One can show that a theta function
on a two dimensional lattice would satisfy the same translational properties as the function
given by eq. (51). The theta function on a two dimensional lattice is

0 H (z|e, T) = Y, exp(7r»"(u + a)2r + 27ri(u + a) • (z + b)),

with

e,-• e,-= A =:

n'e; C j - . (52)

e,- defined here as a vector in a lattice should not be confused with e,- defined in eq. (48)
and eq. (49), we are sorry for the abuse of notations.

The linear independent theta functions which appeared in eq. (52) are given by the
independent vectors in n'e* C ^-, and the number of such independent vectors is simply
det A = p\p2 — 1.

Thus we conclude that the linear independent functions given by eq. (51) can be
expressed by the linear independent functions given by eq. (52). The discussion of such
mathematical relations can be also found in ref. [18]. Using this result, the wave function
of eq. (47) can be written as

o = l

14



(53)

with a, 6, e; given by eq. (52).
Remarkably, the wave function of eq. (53) had already been obtained in refs. [10, 11].

Here we give a derivation of the wave function of eq. (53) based on the picture of the
hierarchical theory. It was quite puzzling that the wave function of eq. (53) does not
show that the wave function of quasiparticles is a multicomponent wave function, on
contrary to the wave function obtained in ref. [13] when v is given by eq. (1). Now the
puzzle is solved because the wave function of eq. (53) is equivalent to the wave function of
eq. (47), and eq. (47) shows that the wave function of quasiparticles is a multicomponent
wave function.

We can repeat the discussion for an arbitrary n, generalizing the wave function of eq.
(47) to the one for the n level hierarchy, and then simplifying it by using the relations of
the theta function on a n dimensional lattice, we will get:

1=2 Q = l

n-1 //V,,/V(+1

n n i
(54)

with

= A =

(Pl - 1 0 . . .
- 1 p2 - 1 0
0 - 1 ft - 1

0 \
0

0

V o
0 - 1 p,_! - 1

. . . 0 - 1 pi }

A *

ijNj = (j>SiA. (55)

Because the wave function contains singularities, the wave function does not represent
a state on the lowest Landau level and one needs to project the wave function to the
lowest Landau level in the end. The degeneracy is the number of independent vectors in
n*e* C ^ and it is equal to det/4.

15



3.3 Quasielectrons on a torus

We note that the QE wave function used in our construction of the wave function of
eq. (54) contains singularities. We will construct a Laughlin wave function with QE
excitations on a torus without singularities, which was mentioned as an open problem in
ref. ([3]) and still is an open problem today.

The Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on a sphere can also be written as
a derivative operator acting on the Laughlin wave function [2]. It is very difficult to
generalize this derivative operator on a sphere to an operators on a torus as suggested in
ref. [3]. However the Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on a sphere can also be
written as the projection to the lowest Landau level by a wave function which contains
higher Landau level states as described in eq. (5). We will find that it is actually quite
easy to generalize eq. (5) to the case on a torus. What we need to do is to replace

in eq. (41) by a function, which is regular, satisfies the same translational properties (which
must hold for any trial wave function), and is not necessary a holomorphic function.

The important observation is that the function

03(z\r)exp
2r2

with QZ(Z\T) as the complex conjugate of 0$(Z\T) has the same translational properties as

1

U*\T)'

Thus we propose that the Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on a torus is

i,a

where P(4>, z]) with <f> = p\N\ — N2 is an operator which projects the wave function

exp(
72

to the lowest Landau level. All parameters in eq. (56) are the same as those in eq. (42).
One can check that the wave function of eq. (57) satisfies the translational properties

required for the electrons on a torus with magnetic flux 4>~piNi — N2 (see the appendix).

16



However the state represented by the wave function of eq. (57) does not lie purely on the
lowest Landau level and one needs to project it to the lowest Landau level in the end to
obtain the Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on a torus. We note that eq. (56)
is a direct generalization of eq. (5) which is a construction of the similar wave function
on a sphere. In the case of eq. (5), one can replace the projection operator and function
d{zj,u)ic) by a derivative operator. However, in the case of eq. (56), one can not find a
similar derivative operator for constructing QE excitations on a torus as in the case of a
sphere (at least we do not know how to do that now). It seems that the construction of
QE excitations involves intrinsically higher Landau levels on a torus. The construction
on the torus can also be generalized to the case when the surface is a high genus Riemann
surface or other complicated surfaces (the Laughlin wave function on a Riemann surface
was obtained in ref. ([19]). We finally comment that it seems that the construction of
the Laughlin wave function with QE excitations given by eq. (56) is quite unique and we
do not know any other plausible constructions. Such construction by eq. (56) could (and
should) be checked by numerical calculations.

We can also construct QE excitations for the Laughlin wave function of quasiparticles.
We will not discuss it here, and we comment that it involves more deep understandings
of the singular gauge for anyons on a torus (see ref. [20] for the detailed discussions of the
singular gauge on a torus).

3.4 Hierarchical wave functions on a torus revisited
We can now construct the hierarchical wave function on a torus by using the construction
of QE excitations discussed in the previous subsection. The part of the wave function
which is dependent on the center coordinates is the same as the one we obtained by using
the construction of QE excitations with singularities. We have a trick to derive the wave
function without doing similar calculations done in the previous subsections. The trick is
that we simply replace all functions like ^ ( z ) ) " 1 by 0$(z) exp *'*~*' in the wave function
of eq. (54), and we get

• • " > /
l=2a=l

x nnN*! -^ ) f n n
1=1 i<j 1=1 i,a

2r2 [b\ (58)

with all parameters given by eq. (55).
Now we show an example when v is given by eq. (1) (detailed discussions can be found

in ref. [13]). The wave function at u = •—-\; • is

a=\

where tyl(z*,zl\\t) is given by cq. (41) with a* = a0 + A], and 4»2(^|AI,A2) is given by
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the following equation,

Plr2

72 — Z2\r\]pi+P2 (W\
za zp\T)i > \W)L"2J a a<p

where

JLii/
pi

= 0. (60)

Thus the wave function is

«f-*;wrii

where

01/^,1 _,2 I \ \ /
V i Zea 1^1 / ^

with all parameters are given by eq. (48), except that a\ = ao + X\, and

where a2(A!,A2) is given by eq. (60). We note that

in eq. (61) is not equal to a theta function on a two dimensional lattice as in the case of
v = *, , because Q2(zf\X\, A2) is now an anti- holomorphic function.

As in the case of the corresponding wave function on a sphere, the wave function of
eq. (61) also can't be integrated out analytically. Similarly as discussed in the previous
section, we can approximate eq. (61) by a wave function which is analytically integrable.
We can replace
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in eq. (61) by

exp | -

4 Conclusions
We have discussed various hierarchical wave functions on a sphere and on a torus. The
wave functions can be simplified by using the analytical properties of the wave functions.
We also gave a derivation of the hierarchical wave function due to the condensations of
QEs on a torus proposed in refs. [10, 11]. The wave function for quasiparticles must be
multicomponent even in the case of QEs. We also solved an open problem, the construc-
tion of the Laughlin wave function with QE excitations on a torus.
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A Landau Levels on a torus
Consider a magnetic field with potential A = — Byx. The Hamiltonian is

" + (Py)2} • (62)

On a torus, we identify z ~ z -f m + nr with r = rj + *V2 and r2 > 0. The identification
will impose boundary conditions on the wave function

c*«0 = e'^0, e
iTltl+iT2t"rp = e*V , (63)

with
*r = Px , ty = Py + BX (64)

as magnetic translation operators and they commute with Hamiltonian. The Dirac quan-
tization condition T2B = 2n(f>, with the magnetic flux <f> being an integer can be derived
by requiring operators e

l ' I ,e I T l '*+ I T i '* commuting with each other for the consistence of
the boundary conditions of eq. (63).

The wave function describing an electron in the lowest Landau level has the form

0i(*,y) = < r ^ V ( * ) , (65)

where f(z) is the holomorphic function. Higher Landau levels can be obtained by acting
operator a+ on V'h {a+)kij>i, with a+ — dz + Pl*~*'. We can write any Landau level state
as

il>(x,y) = c-£!Lf(z,z). (66)
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Now function / is not necessary to be a holomorphic function unless the wave function
describes a lowest Landau level states.

By using the relation

Eq. (63) can be written as

(67)

(68)

In the case of lowest landau levels, / is a holomorphic function, and the solutions of eq.
(68) are theta functions. For the many-particle wave functions, the condition of eq. (68)
shall be imposed on every particle.

B Theta functions

0 function is defined as

0{Z\T) = 53exp(7™n2r + 2winz),n C integer. (69)
n

We will generalize the 0 function of eq. (69) to the theta function on the lattice:

6{z\e, T) - 53 exp(7rtu2r + 2niv • z), (70)
n,

where v is a vector on a l-dimension lattice (we will call it A), v — 5Z'=1 n,e,, with n;
being integers, e,- • e, = A{, and 2 is a vector on the lattice. Aij needs to be a positive
definite matrix in order to have a well defined theta function. The 0 function in Eq. (69)
is a special case of the 0 function defined by Eq. (70) with / = l,ei • e\ — 1. We define
also

la0 , r) = ̂  exp(ir*(u + afr + 2ni{v + a) • (z + ft)), (71)

where a, b are arbitrary constant vectors on the lattice. The dual lattice e* is defined as
(we will call the dual lattice as A*)

e* • ej = 6a , (72)

then we have e* • e*j = A~j. One can check that the following relations hold:

(z + re<|e, T) = exp [—Trire2 — 27rie,- • (2 + b)}6

(73)

(2 + re ' |e, r) = exp [-7rir(e')2 - 2-nie\ • {z + b)]0
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and <?[ ]
In a 1-dimension lattice with e\ • t\ — 1, a = b = 1/2, the 0 function is denoted as

r i "
03(Z\T) = 0 (75)

L2J

is an odd function of z. And we have equations

03(z + l\r) = e«%(z\r),

03{z + T\T) = exp [-irir - 2TT£ • (* + ^)]03(z|r). (76)

C Laughlin wave function on a torus

Laughlin wave function on a torus was obtained in ref. [3]. The wave function could
be written in a more compact form [13, 10]. We will follow those constructions in refs.
[13, 10].

The Laughlin-Jastrow wave function on the torus at the filling — (m is an odd positive
integer) can be written as

\ * i - * i \ T ) ] m , (77)
L°J i i<j

where 0 function is on a 1-dimension lattice, e2 = m , t = l,2...,N with Af being the
number of the electrons and a = a*e',6 = b*e*. Thus

F(zi+l) = (-\)N~le2"a'F(zi),

F{zi + T) = exp{-n(N - 1) - 2nib')exp[-iirmN{2zi + r)}F{zi). (78)

Compared to Eq. (68), we get

$ = mN,<f>i = ?r(0+ l) + 2nnl + 2ira',<j>2 = n{<j>+ 1) + 2nn2 - 2nb" . (79)

Eq . (79) has solu t ions

a* = aQ + i, ,6* = 60 ,» = 0, l , . . . , m - 1 ,

ao==27 + " 2 - ' 6 o = - ^ + - ^ - ' ( 80 )

which will give m orthogonal Laughlin-Jastrow wave function (other solutions are not
independent on the solutions given by Eq. (80), which can be seen from Eq. (74)). So
there is a m-fold center-mass degeneracy.
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